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Statement of the Problem
●
●
●
●

Break ins and theft throughout the student neighborhood
Porch theft on Evanston Avenue
Lack of security cameras and police intervention
Crime and disorder lowering feelings of safety

Evanston Avenue Survey Results

Ring doorbells
●
●
●

●

Rent through university at beginning of every year
connected to WIFI network and can send alerts when
someone passes, or motion is detected
would allow students to get alerts when they are out if
someone is on their porch and would be able to see
who the person is.
a person who is attempting to steal items off of
porches might see the Ring doorbell and realize they
could be caught on camera which would then deter
crime

More cameras throughout the street
●
●

Heighten security on Evanston Avenue
Deter crime by catching criminals who are taking
items off porches of students

Our recommended solutions of increased surveillance
cameras such as the Ring Doorbell would deter porch
theft offenders in the absence of a capable guardian

Rational Choice Theory
●

●

Developed in the 1960s and 1970s by researchers Derek
Cornish and Ronald Clark.
Cornish and Clark developed the idea that some situations are
more likely to provide greater opportunities for deviant behavior
than other behaviors.
The neighborhoods where offenders will choose to act are
typically in the areas that offer the lowest level of risk.

Routine Activities Theory

North/South Student neighborhoods
457 houses/apartments
Evanston intersects with Lowes Avenue
9 out 32 are landlord owned houses on Evanston

Recommended Solutions

Theoretical Framework
●

Have you ever experienced porch theft? (Any item taken
from your porch)

Community Context
●
●
●
●

Advisor: Joy Kadowaki

●
●

If you have experienced porch theft have you reported it to
authorities?

This theory was proposed by Lawrence Cohen and Marcus Felson in
1979.
Examines how everyday involvement in “routine activities” can
contribute to the likelihood of converging in time, space, and place
with a rational motivated offender, thereby increasing the opportunity
for crime to occur.
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